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lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 22 Jan 2010 17:45
_____________________________________

tonite shabbos parshas bo (or boi)

please wherever you are lets do a communal lichaim at 8:30

nmw

the minhag is woodfored

any schnapps will be acceptible

so

its a date

tonite

8:30

woodford around the world

ohh the israelis

hmm
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let them drink arak and pitzuchim

goooooooood shhabbbos

oy yoy shabbos koidesh

8;30

its a hoot!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by Ineedhelp!! - 22 Jan 2010 17:53
_____________________________________

bardichev wrote on 22 Jan 2010 17:45:

ohh the israelis

hmm

let them drink arak and pitzuchim
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That stuff is nasty!!!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by fightingyyid - 22 Jan 2010 17:59
_____________________________________

bardichev wrote on 22 Jan 2010 17:45:

ohh the israelis

hmm

let them drink arak and pitzuchim

 

Bardy, dont forget about sheva sheva sheva (777) that pretty close to woodford, no?
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i'll be there. 830!

L'CHAIM!

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by cleareyes613@gmail.com - 22 Jan 2010 18:03
_____________________________________

L'chaim

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 22 Jan 2010 18:07
_____________________________________

Y2

Are u in

The only drink not acceptable is kedem purple grape juice

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by silentbattle - 22 Jan 2010 18:19
_____________________________________

If I can, I will - I may hijack this thread next week to post a communcal l'chaim for sometime
during the week for my celebration!

========================================================================
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====

Re: lchaim
Posted by shemirateinayim - 22 Jan 2010 18:19
_____________________________________

It's funny how reb GUARD just pot-up rules tothis forum. I read thrrough most of them, and
realized that he still left a few loopholes for posts like this......but a whole thread. Truthfully I
don't drink, expect being yotzei the inyan of yayin on shabbos (so I drink enough to get
inebriated.... the more controll I can have, the more I drink), but there may be a firm basis to
promote 'good-old AA'

How about you rename this thread, "AA SA both from eitz hada'as"  BTW acc. to the sitah in the
gemara that it was grapes, chava got drunk, and then had relations with the nachash. No there
is a direct correlation between these addicitons.

BTW. All I got tonight is kedem grape juice  :'(

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 22 Jan 2010 18:42
_____________________________________

We have a kabbalh

That we will greet Moshiach with a bottle of schnapps

A lchaim is Yiddish

Drinking is Goyish

Mach ah lichaim
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We are giving u a noe time pass at the purple stuff

Rage me too on the woody

But but if I have glenfidich 30 you'll understand

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by bardichev - 24 Jan 2010 00:10
_____________________________________

THE LCHAIM HEARD AROUND THE WORLD!!

GEVALDIGGGGGG!!!

At 8:30 this past shabbos I lifted ny glass and made a lchaim on WOODFORD MASTER
DISTILLER LIMITED EDITION

The tears were flowing

Ok it was after a few shots

Ahhh I saw all of us dancing hand in hand. Oy what simcha!!!

Gevaldigggg
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Now I gotta put away the shtreimel

Pack up my gear we are ready to TRUKK

Lchaim

B

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by fightingyyid - 24 Jan 2010 05:42
_____________________________________

i was right there with you. Grey goose in hand. people at my table thought i was nuts but i knew
i wasn't alone!

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by Kollel Guy - 24 Jan 2010 06:38
_____________________________________

Am I the only one here who likes good old Jack?

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by the.guard - 24 Jan 2010 10:58
_____________________________________

I vote for Kedem grape-juice

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
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Posted by shemirateinayim - 25 Jan 2010 07:20
_____________________________________

I'll tip my becher to you GUARD. I once tasted a specail batch of NON-MEVUSHAL jedem
concord, It tasted like juice from EY!!! It's amazing whjatthe pasturization does to it!  No it's not
for sale, they give it to free to a yeshiva, and the rebbeim all get a years supply of it. So I got a
taste, from someone who got it from one of those rebeim, great stuff (just watch-out for the
cleaning lady!)

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by fightingyyid - 25 Jan 2010 12:22
_____________________________________

shemirateinayim wrote on 25 Jan 2010 07:20:

I'll tip my becher to you GUARD. I once tasted a specail batch of NON-MEVUSHAL jedem
concord,

 

i gotta try some of this jedem. where can i get it?

========================================================================
====

Re: lchaim
Posted by imtrying25 - 26 Jan 2010 00:23
_____________________________________

fightingyid wrote on 25 Jan 2010 12:22:

shemirateinayim wrote on 25 Jan 2010 07:20:
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I'll tip my becher to you GUARD. I once tasted a specail batch of NON-MEVUSHAL jedem
concord,

 

i gotta try some of this jedem. where can i get it?

 
FY your nuts!! :D :D :D :D :D :D

Hey bardy if i come to america will you take a shot with me?? I never ever drink ( i know rage

you dont believe that ) but ill do one with my Rebbe. Please?? :-* :-* :-* :-* :-* 

    :'( :'( :'( :'( :'(

========================================================================
====
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